L1 Long Short Fund Limited

March 2020

The COVID-19 global pandemic has caused the fastest collapse in
equity markets in the last 100 years
ASX200 (or equivalent) price index during bear markets (20% peak to trough fall) rebased to 100

 Typically a bear market of this magnitude would occur over a 52 week period (see red line in chart)
 This fall has already been larger than a standard bear market and has occurred in only 4 weeks.
Source: MST Marquee Research – March 18, 2020, MSCI, RBA, Refinitiv
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What is the likely impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on equities?
 We expect the impact of the coronavirus outbreak will cause one of the largest negative shocks
to global GDP on record.
 Ironically, China is best placed in the short-term economically, given it was hit first and adopted
extreme quarantining measures enabling it to recover quickly.
 Italy is now the reference point for the profile of the virus spread globally. Experts expect to see the
rate of growth of infections slow over the next few weeks, which may help ease the initial round of
community and investor panic.
 We are monitoring each country closely to assess how seriously and methodically the government and
population is combatting the COVID-19 spread to assess country risk.
 The major risk to equities from the virus will soon shift from the short-term economic impact, to
the growing dysfunction in credit markets, which has the potential to cause thousands of
companies globally to breach debt covenants or struggle to roll over their debts.
 The response from Governments, central banks, banks/lenders and regulators will determine how
severe and enduring this downturn will be.
 We expect businesses to receive covenant waivers, debt relief and other forms of financial support.
If this does not occur we will see a much deeper and broader crisis.
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Portfolio Positioning – Gross & Net Exposure by Geography
Gross Long

Gross Short

Net Exposure

Australia/New Zealand

110%

81%

29%

North America

27%

6%

21%

Europe

12%

1%

11%

Asia

16%

3%

13%

Total

165%

92%

74%

 The market sell-off has been very extreme and indiscriminate in some areas. Some stocks
now look oversold due to the combined selling pressures of margin calls, redemptions, ETFs,
quantitative/volatility targeting strategies, retail investor panic, etc.
 The vast majority of our long positions are under-geared or net cash and will not have a
problem working their way through this crisis without an emergency capital raise.
 We are primarily focused on high quality businesses with sound balance sheets that will
recover strongly as the virus passes. There are also many opportunities now emerging in
companies that are so oversold that they have priced in far too much downside.
 We have a relatively low net long to all geographic regions, highlighting the risks that remain
for most economies.
Portfolio positioning current as at 16 March, 2020.
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Fund performance since inception
(Since Inception of Long Short Strategy)

In the table below, we show the full performance history (net of fees) of the L1 Long Short
Strategy since inception on 1 September 2014.
Long Short Strategy Performance (Net %)
Period

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr*

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Year

2014

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2.42)

3.03

2.85

1.61

5.17

2015

0.59

9.14

2.42

1.71

3.73

(0.86)

3.30

2.06

5.51

8.49

8.11

4.62

60.52

2016

5.81

0.59

5.47

2.46

2.78

(0.89)

3.22

3.92

0.46

(0.13)

0.55

2.22

29.61

2017

2.51

1.87

3.15

1.03

4.18

1.70

2.62

1.69

1.93

2.54

0.89

3.56

31.40

2018*

0.56

(0.47)

(1.64)

(1.32)*

(4.05)

(5.97)

1.02

(5.34)

(2.04)

(3.92)

(2.60)

(5.95)

(27.74)

2019

4.26

5.11

0.17

3.04

(2.73)

3.84

0.65

0.40

2.61

3.46

0.37

2.04

25.46

2020

(7.75)

(6.83)

(14.06)

* In the table above, we show the full performance history (net of fees) of the L1 Long Short Limited since inception (LSF:ASX IPO on 24
April 2018). Performance prior to this date is that of the L1 Long Short Fund – Monthly Class since inception (1 September 2014).
Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance.
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Market sell-off in Q1 2020
 We came into 2020 with a portfolio skewed more so to cyclical stocks that would perform
well assuming a stable or improving global growth backdrop.
 The trade war and Brexit had finally been resolved and business confidence was
improving.
 Between Sept-Dec 2019, all the key indicators for global growth were trending up:
– bond yields were rising
– copper and oil prices were rising
– ISM/PMI and new orders were rising
– global inventories were low and needed to be re-stocked
 Unfortunately, the portfolio was poorly positioned for the COVID-19 outbreak, which
has disproportionately hit economically sensitive stocks.
 The other unexpected negative effect on the portfolio was the collapse of OPEC+ in
March, that resulted in Russia not committing to production cuts and the Saudis then
electing to increase production 8% to 13m barrels/day at a time of severe oil demand
weakness.
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Actions taken during the quarter to adjust for COVID-19 impact
 We made a number of important changes to the portfolio early on to reduce our
cyclical exposure and protect the portfolio generally.
 We exited a number of exposed or highly cyclical stocks, prior to them experiencing
large price falls:
– exited of QAN (at $6.50-7.00, now $2.36). Recently bought back ¼ of that position.
– exited WOR at $10-13, now $5.76)
– exited Tempur Sealy (at $90-95, now $33)
– exited Cenovus Energy (at $8-10, now $2.39)
– reduced Lundin (at $6-7, now $4.40)
 We shorted 4 stocks with large exposure to China/travel/hotels, each has fallen 30-70%
since shorting.
 We bought Coles in February, which has been one of the best performers in the market.
 In the past week we have:
– Bought Atlas Arteria and Transurban, which are extremely high quality monopoly
infrastructure businesses and have balance sheets that can handle prolonged stress
– Bought back our shares in Safran (around €60)
– Bought Visa (which had fallen from US$220 to US$150)
– Added to our position in Charter (around US$380)
All portfolio comments current as at 20 March, 2020.
– Added to our position in Vivendi (around €19)
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Top 10 long positions (in alphabetical order)

 Alibaba (BABA US)
 Atlas Arteria (ALX)
 Brambles (BXB)
 Chorus (CNU)
 CK Hutchison (1.HK)
 Coles (COL)
 Iluka (ILU)
 News Corp (NWS)
 Tencent (700.HK)
 Visa (V US)
We believe each of these stocks represents outstanding quality and value and are
very optimistic about the outlook for these businesses over the next 3-5 years.
All portfolio comments current as at 20 March, 2020.
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Key Long Position – Alibaba (BABA.US)
 Alibaba is a dual listed (NYSE/HKEx) Chinese Internet company (US$483b market cap).
 Alibaba has market dominant positions in Chinese eCommerce, logistics and cloud. It also has
leading positions in food delivery, video streaming and South East Asian eCommerce.
 In eCommerce, Alibaba primarily operates via a marketplace model which charges low commissions (02%) and monetises mostly through advertising. The overall take rate (~3%) is rising, but remains a fraction
of Amazon (12-15%). In 2019, Alibaba sold over 6.5t RMB (~US$900b) through its platform.
 Alibaba is the market leader in public cloud (closely followed by Tencent) with around 50% market
share. China’s cloud market is ~3 years behind the global market which is still growing at 40%+ pa.
 The coronavirus has had a temporary impact on Alibaba’s business with the reduced workforce impacting
logistics. As of mid-March, most of the workforce has returned and demand remains robust.
 P/E of 21x; with 25% EPS 3 year CAGR. In addition, the value of subsidiaries is estimated to be US$110b.
 Key catalysts for 2020 include expansion of services into lower tier cities, IPO of affiliate Ant
Financial which competes with Tencent in Payments and initial profitability for Alibaba Cloud.
Alibaba share price

Source: Morgan Stanley, Company data; Note: Alibaba's FY ends in March
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Key Long Position – Charter Communications (CHTR.US)
 Charter Communications – US Listed (US$87b market cap).
 HFC (mix of fiber and coax) wired network covering ~51m homes in the US (~40% of the country) selling
pay TV, broadband, voice and mobile – free cash flow is primarily driven by the broadband business.
 Most of its footprint competes with legacy telco infrastructure that is unable to match Charter’s speeds.
They are winning market share and growing ARPUs as customers switch to faster speeds.
 Capable of providing 1Gbps speeds throughout its entire footprint - can be upgraded to 10Gbps.
 The legacy pay TV business is shrinking; however this business generates minimal free cash flow. High
margin broadband revenue increases in the face of low margin video revenue declines.
 Furthermore after undertaking a substantial merger integration over the last few years, there are increased
efficiency levers the company can pull to take advantage of increased scale.
 Management well aligned with shareholders and have a history of rational capital allocation.
 Trading on a free cashflow yield of around 7% p.a. growing to over 15% p.a. over 3 years.

Charter Communications

Source: Company data, iincludes residential and small and medium business
internet customers, SNL Kagan estimates.
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Key Long Position – Chorus (CNU)
 Chorus has been one of the largest positions in the Long Short Strategy since inception in Sept 2014.
 Chorus is the monopoly owner of the new ultra-fast fibre network across most of New Zealand (81%) and
also owns 100% of the monopoly copper network. Chorus has spent 10 years and NZ$6b building one of
the world’s best & fastest fibre networks (more than 10 times faster than Australia’s NBN).
 The fibre build has been consuming all of Chorus’ cashflow for many years and has prevented the
company from paying out its true underlying earnings in dividends. Now that the capex on fibre
build is ending, shareholders should finally see the benefits of this huge investment. A $6b+
investment in the context of a ~$2.6b market cap company.
 New legislation will make Chorus’ fibre asset a regulated monopoly, delivering more reliable earnings.
 Moody’s placed Chorus on credit rating upgrade watch and flagged comfort with higher gearing levels.
 We believe Chorus is very undervalued and expect dividend growth to accelerate over the next 3-5
years.
 Current dividend yield 4% (FY20).
Chorus share price

Source: L1 Capital estimates
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Key Long Position – CK Hutchison (1.HK)
 CK Hutchison – HK Listed (US$23b market cap).
 Extremely high quality set of assets - US$40b+ of U.S. infrastructure assets, 51 ports, largest and fastest
growing China pharmacy chain, large European telco & towers infrastructure, global energy assets.
 Majority of assets have very attractive industry structures, high barriers to entry and excellent cashflows.
 Shares have recently sold off due to HK protests despite owning no meaningful assets in HK
 Conservative valuation is more than double the current share price.
 P/E of 5x (FY20), 7% dividend yield, and under-geared balance sheet.
 CK Hutchison will generate more than half its market cap in free cash flow in the next 3 years.
 CEO has been a large buyer of stock on market recently.
 7% dividend yield (35% payout ratio), with the potential to deliver solid compound growth in dividends for
many years to come.
 Potential positive catalyst from sell-down of part of European tower assets (flagged with year end result)
and potential move to a higher dividend payout ratio or capital management.
CK Hutchison share price

CK Hutchison
P/E
Free Cash Flow Yield
Dividend Yield
EPS Growth (p.a)
Gearing
Source: Bloomberg
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Metric
(FY20)
5x
20%
7%
8%
25%
Source: Bloomberg
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Key Long Position – Coles (COL)
 Coles was added to the portfolio due to the significant improvement in the competitive environment
observed in the Australian supermarket industry over the past year.
 Aldi’s decade long store roll-out strategy has slowed, price competitiveness has eased, Kaufland has
exited and Amazon has failed to gain meaningful traction in groceries.
 We expect comp store sales and gross margins to comfortably exceed broker expectations
 Earnings supported over the medium term through large scale cost out program ($1b cumulative
over 4 years).
 The business is very defensive and has enjoyed a recent surge in sales due to the ‘pantry filling’
associated with COVID-19.
 P/E 22.5x (FY21), 3.7% dividend yield (on consensus earnings). L1 estimates are above market.
Coles LFL sales trends improving – competitive intensity more balanced

Coles share price

Source: Company data, J.P. Morgan
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Key Long Position – News Corp (NWS)
 NWS is dual-listed (ASX/NYSE) (Mkt Cap A$9b/US$5b).
 NWS’ 61.6% stake in REA (A$6b) + A$2b net cash = A$8b (almost the entire NWS market cap).
 However, NWS also owns numerous large media, publishing & digital real estate assets globally that
generate over $1b of earnings that are currently valued at almost zero.
 Our analysis suggests there is 50-100%+ upside or NWS shareholders under a restructure scenario.
 The Wall Street Journal alone is worth at least US$4b (~50% of NWS market cap) using equivalent multiples to
publicly listed peers, such as the NY Times.
 Potential to further monetise NWS services through social media and search engines.
 Enormous cash position (~20% of market cap) could be deployed on accretive acquisitions or capital mgmt.
 Tracey Fellows (ex REA CEO) was recently appointed Global Head of Digital Real Estate for NWS which may
signal a potential spin out or restructure of REA & Move, which would be a major positive catalyst.
 NWS CEO recently stated “We are acutely focused on simplifying the structure of the company and

making clear the full value of the sum of our parts”.

News Corp share price

NWS & REA share price
performance

Source: Bloomberg.
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Key Long Position – Tencent (700.HK)
 Tencent is a HK-listed Chinese Internet Company (US$440b market cap)
 Tencent is the Chinese market leader in mobile messaging (WeChat), games (40% mobile game share in
China, and a leading global position - Fortnite, Clash of Clans), video & music streaming, cloud, mobile
payments.
 Outside of its operating business, Tencent also owns large strategic stakes in many other high profile
companies, such as Universal Music, Activision Blizzard, Snapchat, JD.com, Meituan, WeBank, Didi
Chuxing, Sea Ltd, and others.
 COVID-19 has led to strong online entertainment growth and accelerated adoption of its remote work
SaaS tools, which offset minor ad and offline payment disruptions.
 P/E of 25x (FY20), with 25% EPS CAGR for the next 3 years. Total value of subsidiaries is estimated at
over US$100b.
 Catalysts include new game launches (League of Legends - mobile), resumption of new drama
approvals by regulators, and monetisation of their dominant FinTech business (WeChat Pay handles
over 1b transactions/day – more than MasterCard and Visa combined)
Tencent share price

Source: Company data, Huatai HK Research
Note: SNS - social networking services
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Key Long Position – Vivendi (VIV.FR)










Vivendi (French Listed €23b market cap).
French music & media conglomerate - main asset is the world’s number 1 music label, Universal (UMG).
UMG has 30% market share of global recorded music, which gives it enormous market power.
Revenue & earnings are accelerating on the back of huge demand globally for streaming services such as
Spotify, Apple Music and Amazon Music (see chart below).
Very high incremental profit margins and many years of strong growth ahead, given low penetration rates for
music streaming in most parts of the world.
Vivendi has started a process to sell up to 50% of UMG and has indicated an intention to conduct a large
stock buyback with at least half of the UMG sale proceeds. Tencent has agreed to acquire an initial 10%
interest at a €30b valuation (for the whole UMG business).
High quality business that offers a compelling valuation and growth outlook as well as major positive
catalysts.
Vivendi trades on an underlying free cash flow yield of 8.5% (FY20), while delivering 13% earnings growth
and the potential for large, ongoing buybacks to further increase EPS.
Music industry revenues – 1999-2030E

Sources: JP Morgan estimates
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Other stocks we have been adding to that look oversold

 Karoon Energy (KAR ASX)
– Share price of 38 cents and cash backing of 70-75 cents (cash is held
in USD adding further upside to cash level in AUD).
– Proposed Brazil oilfield acquisition is unlikely to proceed given
dramatic change to oil markets recently.
– Potential for capital return nearly double the current share price or an
opportunistic deal reflecting the huge change in oil company values.

 Health & Happiness (1112 HK)
– The owner of Suisse is trading at a P/E of 10.3x (FY20) and 9.5x (FY21)
– Growing earnings and market share in both vitamins and infant
formula divisions in China.
– Heavily discounted compared to peer companies like A2 Milk trading
at 35x P/E.

 Hotel Property Investments (HPI ASX)
– Owner of strategic pubs/hotels property portfolio (primarily in
Queensland) that is critical for Coles liquor licensing.
– Lease payments effectively guaranteed by Coles (Liquorland/KKR JV is
the direct counterparty).
– Very long-term leases (average lease term is 11.8 years). 6.1% cap rate.
– Shares trading at $1.54, NTA $2.95. 13% distribution yield p.a.

Karoon Energy share price

H&H share price

HPI share price

Source: S&P Capital IQ as at 20 March 2020
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Other stocks we have been adding to that look oversold
(continued)
 NIB (NHF ASX)
– NIB likely to see profits improve significantly as a result of the pandemic.
– Higher demand for private health insurance with significantly lower claims
due to reduced demand for elective surgery.
– Shares have fallen from $8 to $4 of the past 9 months.
– Bought initial stake in the past week around $4.50

 SES (SESG FR)
– Shares down 50% since January. Owner of 40% of the wireless spectrum
that enables the U.S. rollout of 5G.
– Set to receive almost its entire market cap in cash payments from the FCC
over the next 3 years.
– Core business (non-5G assets) generates €570m in free cash flow (or 18%
FCF yield p.a.) and is being valued at close to zero based on today’s share
price.
– A restructure of the remaining business into two separate companies
(Networks and TV Broadcasting) could represent €18+ valuation (3 times
the current share price) using peer multiples.

AFSL 314 302

NIB share price

SES share price

Source: S&P Capital IQ as at 20 March 2020
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Other stocks we have been adding to that look oversold
(Mining stocks that look very oversold)
 Teck Resources (TECK US)
– High quality diversified mining company with low-cost operations in coking coal,
copper and zinc in safe jurisdictions (U.S., Canada, Chile, Peru).
– Large cost out and efficiency program currently underway that will substantially
lower the group cost base by 2021
– Majority owner of QB2 copper development in Chile that will add around 20% to
group EBITDA post completion in 2022
– Trading on a P/E of around 6x FY20 and 5x FY21 using depressed commodity
prices with strong liquidity and low balance sheet risk
 Warrior Met Coal (HCC US)
– Long life and high margin quality coking coal producer in the U.S. (7mt p.a.)
– At current coking coal prices, shares trade on a P/E of 3.8x (FY20) and 2.5x
EV/EBITDA with very low debt.
– Blue Creek growth project can be funded without an equity raise and will
approximately double free cash flow once complete in around five years.
– Management team has a strong track record of excellent capital management
and operational efficiency.
 Perenti (PRN ASX)
– Leading contractor for open pit and underground mining gold mines.
– De-rated due to a contract loss and broader mining services sell-off
– Trading at less than 3x P/E (FY20) with solid earnings trajectory going forward.
– Balance sheet solid with 1.4x Net Debt/EBITDA and $200-400m of possible noncore assets for sale. Mkt cap is $330m.
– Downer mining services acquisition will not occur around current share price.

Teck share price

Warrior Met Coal share price

Perenti share price

Source: S&P Capital IQ as at 20 March 2020
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Addressing the Discount to NTA

 L1 management and the Board of LSF are disappointed by the expansion of the discount to NTA
over recent months
 Our focus is to substantially reduce the current discount and over time see the shares trading
roughly in-line with NTA.
 The initial response was a manager-led buy program with Mark Landau and Rafi Lamm
purchasing over $25m in LSF shares post the program’s announcement on 21 Aug 2019
 With the interim financial results we announced a second manager led buy program to be
followed by a buyback if required.
 Following the recent dramatic market volatility and widening of the discount the Independent
Directors decided to replace this initiative with a buyback for up to 10% of the outstanding shares
in LSF
 10% on-market buy back commenced trading on Thursday March 19th
 The L1 senior management team remains very keen to substantially increase their share holdings
in LSF and intend to trade during temporary pauses in the buyback*

*Please refer to LSF ASX announcement dated 17 March 2020 for further details.
Note: Subject to a number of conditions including the underlying liquidity in LSF shares and ongoing compliance with the Company’s Security Trading Policy.
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Appendices

Fund Performance (2019)
The Fund delivered strong performance in 2019 (+26%)
 These returns have been achieved despite:
– maintaining a modest net long position (typically 50-60%)
– the continued huge outperformance of ‘growth’ versus ‘value’ stocks
– no portfolio benefit from the surge in yield stocks
– no portfolio benefit from the spike in iron ore stocks
Stock picking based on detailed fundamental research has been the key driver of
returns
Longs:
– The portfolio’s long positions performed very strongly and was the main driver of
returns.
– The vast majority of long positions in the fund performed better or in-line with
consensus expectations during profit reporting season.
Shorts:
– Majority of stocks shorted underperformed the market, often due to weak
results/outlooks that highlighted fundamental issues with the business. Very pleasing
performance considering the strong equity market.
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Attribution breakdown
Fund attribution
Calendar Year 2019

Past quarter

- Long

35.4%

-14.4%

- Short

-9.9%

2.1%

Total (Gross)

25.5%

-12.3%

- Domestic

18.6%

-5.0%

- International

6.9%

-7.3%

Total (Gross)

25.5%

-12.3%

All data current as at 29 February, 2020. The past quarter is the three months to the end of February 2020 (Dec, Jan, Feb).
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Stock attribution by calendar year since inception
The largest contributors to portfolio performance in each calendar year and since inception
CY 2014

CY 2015

CY 2016

CY 2017

CY 2018

CY 2019

(Inception Sep-14 to Dec-14)

CYTD 2020

SINCE INCEPTION

(Jan-20-Feb-20)

(Inception Sep-14 to Feb-20)

Return +5.1%

Return +60.5%

Return +29.6%

Return +31.4%

Return -26.6%

Return +25.5%

Return -14.1%

Return +128.50%

Chorus

Nufarm

Infigen

Bluescope Steel

Venator Materials

Alacer Gold

Chorus

Chorus

Star Entertainment

Chorus

Bluescope Steel

Boral Limited

Boral Limited

Chorus

Various shorts

Atlas Arteria

Fortescue Metals

Atlas Arteria

Rio Tinto

Qantas Airways

Alcoa Corp

Perenti

CIMIC

Bluescope Steel

Citigroup

Challenger

Atlas Arteria

Lynas Corporation

HeidelbergCement

Westgold Resources

Downer

CIMIC Group

Worley

Alcoa Corp

News Corporation

Lynas Corporation

Karoon

Star Entertainment

Pandora Media (Short) Incitec Pivot
CIMIC Group

Cheung Kong Property CIMIC Group

Avis Budget Group

CYBG PLC

HeidelbergCement

MEG Energy

Worley

Bradken

Hutchison Whampoa

Seven Group

Vinci SA

Nufarm

Alibaba Group

Perenti

Bank of America

Bank of America

Worley

JB Hi-Fi

Mineral Resources

Ausdrill (now Perenti)

Iluka Resources

Safran

Lynas Corporation

Mineral Resources

Star Entertainment

Origin Energy

Origin Energy

CK Hutchison

Worley

SES

AGL Energy

Lynas Corporation

CIMIC Group

Dolby Laboratories

Atlas Arteria

Tesla (Short)

Qantas Airways

Teck Resources

JB Hi-Fi
CK Hutchison
Rio Tinto
Warrior Met Coal
Qantas Airways
Mineral Deposits
ERM Power
Citigroup
Perenti
Vinci SA
Dolby Laboratories
Lendlease Group
Challenger
Alibaba
Tencent
Iluka Resources

Please note the stocks in green shading have contributed positively to performance. Stocks in red shading have detracted.
Based on the full performance history (net of fees) of the L1 Long Short Limited since inception (LSF:ASX IPO on 24 April 2018). Performance prior to this date is that
of the L1 Long Short Fund – Monthly Class since inception (1 September 2014). Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance.
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Monthly Performance

(Since Inception of Long Short Strategy)

True alpha generation (115% of the net return has been alpha)
Long Short Fund (%)

S&P/ASX200 Accumulation Index (%)

10.0

6.0

2.0

-2.0

-6.0

APR-18
MAY-18
JUN-18
JUL-18
AUG-18
SEP-18
OCT-18
NOV-18
DEC-18
JAN-19
FEB-19
MAR-19
APR-19
MAY-19
JUN-19
JUL-19
AUG-19
SEP-19
OCT-19
NOV-19
DEC-19
JAN-20
FEB-20

SEP-14
OCT-14
NOV-14
DEC-14
JAN-15
FEB-15
MAR-15
APR-15
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JUN-15
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AUG-15
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OCT-15
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DEC-15
JAN-16
FEB-16
MAR-16
APR-16
MAY-16
JUN-16
JUL-16
AUG-16
SEP-16
OCT-16
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DEC-16
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FEB-17
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JAN-18
FEB-18
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-10.0

 Strategy outperformed the ASX200AI Index by 80% (over 5 years).
In the chart above, we show the full performance history (net of fees) of the L1 Long Short Limited since inception (LSF:ASX IPO on
24 April 2018). Performance prior to this date is that of the L1 Long Short Fund – Monthly Class since inception (1 September 2014).
Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance.
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Downside Protection During Down Markets
(Since Inception of Long Short Strategy)

In the 27 months that the market fell, the Fund returned +23% (vs ASX200AI -71%)
Long Short Fund (%)
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-0.7

-0.8
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-1.3

-1.6

-1.7

3.5

2.5

1.7

0.6
-1.8

-0.1
-2.1

-2.2

-2.6
-2.2

-2.4

-0.9
-2.5

-2.8

-3.0

-3.3

-1.6
-3.8

-5.3

JUN-15

-2.4
-5.4

SEP-14

JAN-16

-5.5

-3.9
-6.1

OCT-18

-6.8
-7.7

FEB-20

AUG-15

-7.8

-6.0

-0.9

0.4

2.0

2.8

2.1

-2.0

-10.0

3.9

4.2

5.5

5.8

6.0

2.0

S&P/ASX200 Accumulation Index (%)
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 Track record of protection in falling markets
 Outperformance in 24 of 27 market sells offs (89%)
In the chart above, we show the performance history (net of fees) of the L1 Long Short Limited since inception (LSF:ASX IPO on 24 April 2018). Performance
prior to this date is that of the L1 Long Short Fund – Monthly Class since inception (1 September 2014).
Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance.
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Positive Returns in Rising and Falling Markets
(Since Inception of Long Short Strategy)

One of the only Long Short Funds in Australia to deliver positive returns in both
rising and falling markets
Performance in “Down Market” Months
(Average of 27 months)

Performance in “Up Market” Months
(Average of 39 months)

4.0%
2.0%

2.9%
1.6%

1.2%

0.0%
-2.0%
-2.5%
-4.0%
L1 Long Short
Strategy Return

ASX200 (AI) Return

L1 Long Short
Strategy Return

ASX200 (AI) Return

The L1 Long Short Strategy returns are those of the L1 Capital Long Short Fund – Monthly Class since inception (1 September 2014).
All figures are net returns as at 29 February, 2020. Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance.
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Sector Contribution

(Since Inception of Long Short Strategy)

Strong positive returns across every sector
Materials

33.9%

Industrials

23.6%

Telco Services

17.0%

Utilities

13.0%

Energy

11.2%

Consumer Disc.

9.8%
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The L1 Long Short Strategy returns are those of the L1 Capital Long Short Fund – Monthly Class since inception (1 September 2014).
All figures are net returns as at 29 February, 2020. Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance.
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Strong long-term performance across all L1 Capital Funds
L1 Capital managed funds (Melbourne office)
Launched Long Short Fund (Strategy)
Sep 2014





Launched
Aug 2007

16.2% net return p.a. since inception (5 years)1
128.5% cumulative fund return versus 45.3% for ASX200AI1
LSF:ASX since inception -43.3% (pre-tax NTA $1.13)2

Australian Equities Fund (Long only)



Best performing Large Cap Australian Equities Fund since launch
(#1 out of 81 funds) – Zenith, June 20193
Outperformed the ASX200AI Index by 4.8% p.a. (gross)

L1 affiliate managed funds (New York, London, Sydney)
Launched
June 2015

Launched
Aug 2017

Launched
Mar 2019

Global Opportunities Fund (New York)



24.2% net return p.a. since inception
No negative months since inception

U.K. Residential Property Fund (London)



UK Fund I achieving a 7.5% p.a. net distribution yield to investors
Strong capital growth (+23%) despite Brexit uncertainty

International Fund (Sydney)



Long only International Equities Fund.
19.1% net return in first 12 months, outperformed MSCI World by 4.6%.

ZENITH AWARD

Long Short: Best ‘Australian
Equities – Alternative
Strategies’ 2017.
HSBC SURVEY

Long Short: Best
Performing Hedge Fund
Globally’ in 2015 and ‘Top
20 Globally’ in 2016, 2017
EUREKAHEDGE

Long Short: Winner ‘Best
Asian Long/Short Equity
Fund’ in 2017
ZENITH RATING

Aust Eq Fund: Zenith
‘Highly Recommended’
HSBC SURVEY

GOF: ‘Top 20 Hedge Fund
Globally’ in 2017, 20183

Note: Performance data current as at 29 February 2020. 1. L1 Capital Long Short Fund – Monthly Class since inception (1 Sep 2014). 2. LSF:ASX pre-tax NTA movement from IPO 24 April
2018 to 19 March 2020. 3. Zenith Aus Eq Fund Report - 20 June 2019. 4. Fund ranking based on HSBC Global Hedge Fund Performance Survey (Dec 2018). Past performance should
not be taken as an indicator of future performance.
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Contact

Investor Relations
Wayne Murray
Phone + 61 424 300 003
Email wmurray@L1.com.au

Alex Ordon
Phone +61 413 615 224
Email aordon@L1.com.au
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Legal Disclaimer

Information contained in this presentation
The opinions, advice, recommendations and other information contained in this publication, whether express or implied, are published
or made by L1 Capital Pty Ltd (ABN 21 125 378 145), Australian Financial Services Licence (314302), and by its officers and employees
(collectively “L1 Capital”) in good faith in relation to the facts known to it at the time of preparation. L1 Capital has prepared this publication
without consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any individual investor, and you should not
rely on the opinions, advice, recommendations and other information contained in this publication alone. This publication contains
general financial product advice only.

To whom this information is provided
This publication is only made available to persons who are wholesale clients within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations
Act 2001. This publication is supplied on the condition that it is not passed on to any person who is a retail client within the meaning of
section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001.

Disclaimer and limitation of liability
To the maximum extent permitted by law, L1 Capital will not be liable in any way for any loss or damage suffered by you through use or
reliance on this information. L1 Capital’s liability for negligence, breach of contract or contravention of any law, which cannot be lawfully
excluded, is limited, at L1 Capital’s option and to the maximum extent permitted by law, to resupplying this information or any part of it to
you, or to paying for the resupply of this information or any part of it to you.

Copyright
Copyright in this publication is owned by L1 Capital. You may use this information in this publication for your own personal use, but
you must not (without L1 Capital’s consent) alter, reproduce or distribute any part of this publication, transmit it to any other person or
incorporate the information into any other document.
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